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The classical MCCE valance model is used to determine the pK a for the deprotonation of terminal waters in complexes 1-4 (Main text, Table 1 ). The reference pK a,H2O of a terminal water is 15.7 is used. This is the pH where 50% of the water will be OH -given pK a,H2O = pK w + log[H -IV  IV-IV  III-IV  IV-IV   [Mn(III,III The E m and pK a s are calculated using the reference E m,sol and pK a,sol in S5. Table 1 . S6. The correlation between the atomic partial charges on the individual oxygen or nitrogen directly ligating the Mn ions and the E m and pK a shift in complexes 6-8.
S5.
The DFT protocol for determining charges on the ligands allows the enhanced MCCE methods to be sensitive to the effects of substituent groups on the ligands. The three salpn complexes 6-8, show significant polarization effects induced by the electron withdrawing groups on the salpn ligands (Main Text, Fig. 6 ). These charge changes are responsible for the distinct calculated values of E m s and pK a s of the three complexes. There are 6 pK a s calculated for each complex (e.g. Main Text, Fig 6) . Calculations reported in S5, Table 2 show that Cl substitution shifts the µ-O pK a by -0.9±0.7 pH units and the E m by +0.22±0.03 V, while NO 2 substitution shifts the pK a by -9.1±1.3 pH units and the E m by +0.8±0.07 mV. Figure S6 .a. The best-fit line has a slope of -0.9 V. ■ complex 6 ▲ complex 7 • complex 8. Data from Table   S5 . Table 1 
S7
. The coupling between changes in E m and pH in coupled electron/proton transfer reactions. The reaction described is along the diagonal in Fig 4 and 5 . E m changes in 59 mV/pH unit for the one-proton coupled one-electron reduction: 
where 
